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Key Points:6

• Propagating ridges are rarely observed at ridge offsets greater than 30 km, pos-7

sibly a result of lithospheric strength.8

• We develop a model framework that balances material strength at ridge offsets9

and forces driving ridge propagation.10

• Greater strength of the lithosphere as ridge offset increases may limit ridge prop-11

agation.12
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Abstract13

The mid-ocean ridge system comprises a series of spreading ridges, transform faults, prop-14

agating ridges, and other non-transform offsets. Transform faults remain stable for mil-15

lions of years leaving long linear scars, or fracture zones, on older seafloor. Propagating16

ridges migrate in the ridge parallel direction leaving V-shaped or W-shaped scars on older17

seafloor. Vertical gravity gradient (VGG) maps can now resolve the details of the ridge18

segmentation. For slow- and intermediate-spreading ridges, there appears to be an off-19

set length threshold above which adjacent ridges do not propagate so remain as stable20

transform faults. We propose this threshold is due to the yield strength of the lithosphere,21

and we develop a model framework based on a force balance wherein forces driving prop-22

agation must exceed the integrated shear strength of the offset zone. We apply this model23

framework to 4 major propagating ridges, 55 seesaw propagating ridges, and 69 trans-24

form faults. The model correctly predicts the migration of major propagating ridges and25

the stability of transform faults, but the results for SSPs are less accurate. Model pre-26

dictions for direction of ridge propagation are mixed as well. This model framework sim-27

plifies deformation in the shear zone, but can possibly explain why non-transform de-28

formation is preferred at short offsets.29

Plain Language Summary30

Mid-ocean ridges are constructive plate boundaries where new crust is created. In31

map view, the system resembles a stair-step configuration of alternating spreading ridges32

and ridge offsets. Some ridges and offsets, typically large ones, remain fixed and main-33

tain their plan-view shape over many millions of years, while other ridges, usually those34

bound by shorter offsets, may slowly grow and shrink – such behavior is revealed in maps35

of the seafloor. The different behavior is possibly due to the material strength of the oceanic36

crust and upper mantle which, if great, will inhibit ridge growth. To test our hypoth-37

esis, we estimate the total material strength at identified ridge offsets and compare this38

to an estimate of forces contributing to ridge growth. Our estimates can explain why large39

offsets maintain their shape, and may explain why short offsets do not and allow some40

segments to grow and shrink.41

1 Introduction42

The global mid-ocean ridge system comprises a series of spreading segments and43

spreading segment offsets (transform faults and propagating ridges). Ridges and trans-44

form faults commonly trend perpendicular and parallel to the direction of spreading, re-45

spectively. Why this configuration of ridges and transform faults is so prevalent is an unan-46

swered question of plate tectonics. Lachenbruch and Thompson (1972) proposed that47

an orthogonal configuration of ridges and transform faults minimizes the forces that re-48

sist plate spreading. An implication of this model is that the force resisting plate mo-49

tion along a transform fault is much less than the resistive force along the spreading bound-50

ary – i.e., transforms are weak. Oldenburg and Brune (1975), in analyzing the wax mod-51

els of Oldenburg and Brune (1972), also conclude the resistive forces along a transform52

must be less than the shear strength of the solid material. Observations of patterns in53

seismicity and oblique faulting at the ends of ridge segments suggest variations from the54

regional stress field which may be the result of weak transform faults. Studies of seis-55

mic moment budget (Boettcher & Jordan, 2004) find a cumulative moment release deficit56

of 85-90% compared to kinematic models, suggesting weak coupling at oceanic transform57

faults. Shi et al. (2022) showed that seismic activity of many oceanic transform faults58

is spatially segmented and that variations in fault zone properties (such as coupling) must59

vary along strike. Morgan and Parmentier (1984) estimated the ratio of normal stress60

along the ridge to shear stress on the transform fault and found a stress ratio of 3-5 was61

required to explain observed faulting patterns. Behn et al. (2002) investigated the ef-62
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fect of oceanic transform faults on the stress state of the lithosphere and found that low63

values of mechanical coupling (5%) along transform faults best explains the observed fault-64

ing patterns near large transforms, consistent with the results of Morgan and Parmen-65

tier (1984).66

Transform faults tend to remain stable, or stationary with respect to the plate bound-67

ary, for long periods of time. Fracture zones, the off-axis traces of transform faults, pro-68

vide critical information for plate reconstructions of the ocean basins as they trace the69

small circles of a pole of rotation. The stable ridge-transform-ridge configuration is com-70

mon where ridge offsets are large. However, for small segment offsets (less than about71

30 km), the observed configurations are not so simple. Instead of a transform fault, the72

offset may appear as an overlapping spreading center (common at fast-spreading ridges)73

or the more general non-transform offset (common at slow- and intermediate-spreading74

ridges) (e.g. Carbotte et al., 2016). Grindlay et al. (1991) suggested that, for shorter off-75

sets, the ratio of ridge normal stress to offset shear stress is closer to unity and that cou-76

pling may be enhanced at short offsets. Grindlay and Fox (1993) found, for 3 of 5 ex-77

ample offsets, a ridge normal to offset shear stress ratio of 1-3 best explains the observed78

deformation patterns. Shorter offsets may migrate along the strike of a ridge, accompa-79

nied by the lengthening and shortening of the adjacent ridges (the propagating and fail-80

ing ridges, respectively).81

Hey (1977) provides a kinematic model for ridge propagation and identifies some82

key morphological features such as the outer pseudofault and inner pseudofault/sheared83

zone complex (Figure 1a). Ridge propagation rates are generally similar to local half-84

spreading rates (Morgan & Sandwell, 1994) although there are exceptions to this rule85

(e.g. Kleinrock et al., 1997). There are many non-exclusive driving mechanisms invoked86

to explain ridge propagation such as: regional topographic gradients (e.g, (Morgan & Sandwell,87

1994)); changes in direction of plate motion (e.g. Hey et al., 1980); or changes in magma88

supply, either hot-spot driven (e.g. Brozena & White, 1990; Hey et al., 2010) or segment-89

scale variations in magmatic inputs (e.g. Dannowski et al., 2018; Zheng et al., 2019). Ridge90

propagation models (and ridge segmentation models more generally) may be classified91

as either tectonic or magmatic. To explain ridge segmentation and propagation patterns,92

tectonic models suggest tectonic forces as the cause, whereas magmatic models posit man-93

tle melting patterns as the mechanism.94

A propagating ridge may propagate uniformly in one direction, or the direction of95

propagation may reverse over time (the former propagating ridge becomes the failing ridge,96

vice versa) (Figure 1b). Recently, several studies have documented off-axis scars of prop-97

agating ridges in satellite-derived gravity, mostly on seafloor generated at half-spreading98

rates between 10 and 35 mm/yr (Matthews et al., 2011; Harper et al., 2021). The scars99

show that the direction of propagation along the ridge often reverses leaving symmet-100

rical “W” patterns in the seafloor. The seesaw patterns are not congruent along nearby101

seafloor of similar age as could occur if the propagation was driven by minor changes in102

spreading direction of the two plates. Using satellite-derived gravity measurements, one103

can examine numerous present-day propagating ridges and the associated ridge offsets104

(Figure 2). From our previous analysis (Harper et al., 2021), we determine that prop-105

agating ridges mostly occur when an offset is less than 30 km (or about 2.5 Myr for the106

observed range of spreading rates) (Figure 2c). For offset distances greater than 30 km,107

ridge offsets are almost entirely transform faults and do not migrate. The reason for this108

threshold offset length is not obvious.109

Morgan and Parmentier (1985) suggested that ”when a transform fault grows too110

long, the energy available for propagation will be less than the extra work required to111

cause transform migration.” The goal of this study is to examine the offset distance thresh-112

old that separates transform faults from propagating ridges, which we model as migrat-113

ing transform fault zones. We define a stable offset to be stationary with respect to a114

plate boundary, and we hypothesize that the stability of an offset is related its length115
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Figure 1. (a) Plan view schematic diagram of propagating ridge, modified from Hey (2001),

all major features labeled. Spreading axes are colored red. The overlap zone, in pink, is a region

of active shearing. (b) Schematic diagram of a “seesaw” propagating ridge showing an epoch

of propagation (upper) followed by a reversal and second epoch of propagation (lower). PF =

pseudofault, SZ = sheared zone, PR = propagating ridge, FR = failing ridge. Both are examples

of migrating ridge offsets.
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Figure 2. (a) Vertical gravity gradient (VGG) map of southern Mid-Atlantic Ridge. Fracture

zones (created at ridge transform faults) are highlighted in blue. Seesaw propagators (SSPs)

presented in Harper et al. (2021) are shown in red. Box shows region in (b). (b) Zoomed-in view

of stable and migrating ridge offsets. Where SSPs can be followed to the spreading ridge, we

digitize the present ridge offset. SSP ridge offsets are shown in thicker red pen. Transform fault

offsets are shown in thicker blue pen. (c) (after Harper et al., 2021) Measured length of ridge

offsets for stable transform faults (upper, blue) and “seesaw” propagators (lower, red).
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by the shear stress required to migrate the transform fault (or shear zone) through new116

lithosphere. We approach this problem with an energy balance model first proposed by117

Morgan and Parmentier (1985) which we modify to include the energetic effects of a mi-118

grating offset. We apply this model to a collection of ridge segments and offsets at slow-119

to intermediate-spreading ridges to test whether the shear strength of the oceanic litho-120

sphere is a key factor of ridge propagation and offset stability.121

2 Energy balance of stable and unstable ridges122

Morgan and Parmentier (1985) proposed an energy balance for propagating ridges123

where, for a ridge to propagate, the energy available for propagation must be greater than124

the energy dissipated due to propagation. The energy balance for a stable spreading ridge125

with no forces driving propagation can be stated:126

F dx = Φ dt , (1)127

where F is the force acting on the lithosphere in the spreading direction; dx is the128

increment of spreading in the time interval dt; Φ is the energy dissipation at the spread-129

ing segment from both viscous resisting forces at the spreading center and shear resis-130

tance along the transform fault (although the latter term will be small as transform faults131

are known to be weak). In their model, the spreading ridge is treated as a mode 1 frac-132

ture, and an additional force driving propagation of the fracture, F ∗, is balanced by ad-133

ditional viscous dissipation, Φ∗ and decrease in material strain energy from incremen-134

tal fracture growth. The force driving propagation is from a gravity spreading stress as-135

sociated with an anomalously shallow ridge axis.136

Here, we use the same basic approach of separating the driving forces into two parts137

– the force F needed to drive normal ridges and transform faults and an additional force138

F ∗ that drives ridge propagation. However, we do not treat the ridge segments as mode139

1 fractures. We propose that the forces driving propagation must at least exceed the in-140

tegrated shear resistance associated with the ridge offset. If we assume equation 1 is true141

and the excess force, F ∗, may drive propagation, we have:142

(F + F ∗) dx = (Φ + Φ∗) dt (2)143

F ∗U = Φ∗ , (3)144

where Φ∗ is dissipation associated with ridge propagation and U is the half spreading145

rate (dx/dt). We will consider migrating the transform fault or zone the primary mech-146

anism of dissipation. The condition that the driving force must at least exceed the shear147

resistance is then:148

F ∗U ≥ Φ∗
O , (4)149

where Φ∗
O is the offset shear resistance.150

For a ridge segment of length LR, we have the driving force:151

F ∗ =

∫
LR

Fs dL , (5)152

where Fs is the excess force per unit length in the direction of spreading.153

When a ridge incrementally propagates, new material enters the transform shear154

zone (Figure 3a). Within this zone, the material is stressed beyond its yield strength,155

so the total resistance of shearing the offset zone is:156

Φ∗
O = 2U

∫
LO

S dL . (6)157
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Figure 3. (a) Kinematics of a migrating ridge offset in plan view – as a ridge propagates, a

finite zone is sheared to accommodate transform motion. Continuous shear deformation is shown

on the right. Values and limits of integration in equations 5 and 6 are annotated and listed in

the table. (b) Yield strength envelope versus depth using a modified halfspace cooling model

for the profile AA′. Yield strength is integrated over depth and length of the offset to estimate

total shear strength of a 2D offset zone. (c) Total shear strength in offset zone as offset length in-

creases. Solid line is for a yield strength envelope model with coefficient of friction of 0.7. Dotted

line is the total resistance using an average shear strength of 10 MPa.
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S is the vertically-integrated yield strength at a point along the offset and LO is the length158

of the offset. Since both sides of equation 4 contain the spreading rate U , we can com-159

pare the forces instead of energy:160

F ∗ ≥ 2

∫
LO

S dL . (7)161

We will then refer to the transform resisting force rather than the transform energy dis-162

sipation. We emphasize that this yield strength is not the same as the strength of the163

mature transform fault which is known to be weak.164

This model describes the propagation of one ridge segment – the implicit assump-165

tion is that the adjacent “failing” ridge has an excess force (F ∗
FR) of zero. For a ridge-166

offset-ridge system where either segment has an excess force in the spreading direction,167

both segments contribute to the instability of the offset, so the excess ridge forces will168

sum (F ∗ = F ∗
PR+F ∗

FR). What then determines which segment propagates and which169

fails or which direction the ridge offset migrates? We posit that a greater total excess170

force along one ridge should cause a migration of the offset in the direction of the lower171

excess force ridge (F ∗
PR > F ∗

FR). An implication of this is that propagation will con-172

tinue in the same direction unless the state of loading along the ridge segments changes,173

but these dynamical problems are outside the scope of this study.174

We use simple thermal models along with models of the yield strength of the cool-175

ing oceanic plate to calculate the transform resistive force from migration of the shear176

zone (Φ∗
O/U). This force depends on the age offset of the ridges. For example, the litho-177

sphere on either side of a large offset transform is very strong because it is colder, so there178

is a great resistance that must be overcome.179

3 Methods180

3.1 Yield strength envelope181

To assess the strength of the lithosphere and the force required to migrate a ridge182

offset, we use a brittle failure criterion as defined by Byerlee’s law and a ductile flow cri-183

terion described by power law flow. Byerlee’s law describes the maximum shear stress184

that rock can support without brittle failure and has the form τs = S0 + µσn where185

σn is the normal stress, S0 is an inherent shear strength, and µ is the coefficient of fric-186

tion (Byerlee, 1978). Byerlee’s law assumes potential failure on all possible planes, so this187

stress is a lower bound. Byerlee (1978) found that µ = 0.85, S0 = 0 at low pressure188

and µ = 0.6, S0 = 50 MPa at higher pressures, independent of rock type. We will con-189

sider yield strength models with frictional coefficients as low as 0.3. Additional param-190

eter values are given in Appendix A.191

The power law flow model describes the maximum differential stress the lithosphere192

can support without ductile yielding. This value depends on strain rate, temperature (age),193

and experimentally determined parameters dependent on the composition of the medium194

(Goetze, 1978; Watts, 2001). We find that varying strain rate does not strongly affect195

the integrated strength, so we use a constant strain rate of 1e-14 s−1. Full flow law de-196

tails and parameter values are given in Appendix A.197

The ductile yield strength depends strongly on temperature of the medium. Near198

a ridge axis where the crust is hot and newly formed, ductile strength is low and the duc-199

tile flow law describes the yield strength. As that material moves away from the ridge200

and cools, the ductile strength increases beyond the brittle strength, changing the fail-201

ure regime (Figure 3(b)). There are many different models to describe the cooling of the202

oceanic lithosphere with age. Two simple 1-D models are the halfspace cooling model203

and plate cooling model which are basically identical for ages less than 50 Ma.204
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Simple thermal models don’t account for variations in temperature along a spread-205

ing axis. They will work well for the middle of a ridge segment, but our areas of concern206

are ridge tips and discontinuities where there is variability in temperature in the ridge-207

parallel dimension. Modern ridge thermal models address the problem of ridge offsets208

(e.g. Behn et al., 2007; Grevemeyer et al., 2021), but they can be computationally ex-209

pensive and, because these studies focus on large transform faults, it’s unclear that they210

apply to shorter offsets. Abercrombie and Ekstrom (2001) approximated transform fault211

thermal structure by averaging two halfspace thermal profiles on either side of a trans-212

form, and Behn et al. (2007) found this model produced thermal profiles similar to their213

3-D finite element model. We consider this simple averaging of halfspace cooling mod-214

els as our preferred cooling model.215

Between brittle and ductile yield stress, the lesser value determines the overall yield216

strength envelope. For a given age or distance along an offset, we integrate the yield strength217

over the thickness of the lithosphere to estimate the strength as a function of age (S in218

equation 6).219

3.2 Driving forces: estimating F ∗
220

We model the driving force as the topographic ridge push force in the direction of221

spreading. We derive the ridge push force from the stress tensor field. The ridge push222

force acting from a point A to a point B is related to the difference in pressure at depth223

at the two points:224

Fs =

∫ 0

−L

∆P (z) dz , (8)225

where L is the depth of compensation. From conservation of momentum, the horizon-226

tal forces at A and B must balance, FHA = FHB . If we have:227

FHB =

∫ 0

−L

PB (z) dz , (9)228

then:229

FHA =

∫ 0

−L

PA (z) + τ (z) dz (10)230

231 ∫ 0

−L

τ (z) dz =

∫ 0

−L

∆P (z) dz . (11)232

So the ridge push force from A to B is equivalent to the integrated deviatoric normal233

stress in the direction of AB.234

We compute the stress field in the crust using the method of Luttrell and Sandwell235

(2012). Excess topography is treated as a vertical load acting on the crust. We then com-236

pute the isostatic balancing force on the Moho, which depends on the elastic thickness237

of the plate. These loading functions are convolved with the Greens function response238

for a point load, and the stresses are calculated from the displacement field. We use a239

Moho depth of 6 km, elastic thickness of 0 km (Airy compensation), and crustal den-240

sity of 2900 kg m−3.241

As discussed above, ridge propagation is driven by the excess topography of the242

spreading ridge with respect to the normal topography needed to drive seafloor spread-243

ing. We assume this excess topography is near the ridge. In order to isolate this topog-244

raphy and calculate the excess driving force from a global topography grid we first need245

to remove large topographic variations related to continents, trenches and other major246

features that would dominate the stress computation. This was accomplished by mask-247

ing all continents and oceanic crust older than 70 Myr. The remaining submarine topog-248

raphy is scaled by a factor of (ρc − ρw) /ρc to account for the load of the water column.249

The topography is then high pass filtered with a cosine taper from spherical harmonic250
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degrees 10 to 20 (≈ 3600 km to 1900 km). The filtering removes the longest wavelength251

topographic signals such as the overall negative topography of the ocean basins, but we252

note that these harmonic degrees are somewhat arbitrary (see discussion).253

After determining the stress field due to topography, we determine the normal trac-254

tions acting along a vertical surface that coincides with the ridge segment (surface nor-255

mal ∼ parallel to spreading direction). We integrate these tractions along the ridge seg-256

ment to estimate the loading force F ∗ (equation 5).257

3.3 Digitized ridge segments and offsets258

To apply equations 5 and 6 to real ridge-offset-ridge systems, we approximate the259

mid-ocean ridge system as a series of spreading segments and lateral offsets. The off-axis260

SSPs were described and digitized by Harper et al. (2021). For the present day SSPs in261

that set (i.e., they can be traced continuously to the ridge axis), we digitize the adja-262

cent ridge segments and the offset. All of these features are approximated as simple line263

segments.264

For most of these features, the spreading center has an axial valley morphology and265

appears as a distinct local low in the VGG. The morphology in the greater offset zone266

varies in complexity, but offsets are typically associated with slight VGG lows. The off-267

set is digitized to approximately connect the tips of the adjacent ridge segments. Of the268

two ridge segments per feature group, one is called the propagating ridge and one the269

failing ridge based on the propagation direction determined from the off-axis morphol-270

ogy of the SSP. Additional details and an example of a digitized feature group are given271

in Appendix B. In many cases, the rate of propagation may be low enough or the de-272

formation patterns too complex to confidently determine the present direction of prop-273

agation (see Discussion).274

In all, we digitize 55 ridge-offset-ridge features for model evaluation. We addition-275

ally digitize 69 ridge-transform fault-ridge features in a similar manner. We restrict the276

set of transform faults to the same ridge systems where we identify SSPs – i.e., the north-277

ern and southern Mid-Atlantic Ridge, the central and southeast Indian Ridge, and the278

Nazca-Antarctica Ridge. For each digitized ridge-offset-ridge feature, we estimate an off-279

set shear resistance based on a range of yield strength models (friction coefficient of 0.3280

to 0.7). For the ridge segments, we estimate a loading force using the method described281

above. The success of the model is evaluated by two tests. The first tests the condition282

for instability described by equation 7. We add the loading forces of the two ridge seg-283

ments and compare the sum to the offset shear resistance. If the condition for instabil-284

ity is met, then this test passes. The second tests whether the model predicts the right285

(observed) direction of propagation. The loading force of the propagating ridge segment286

(F ∗
PR) is compared to the loading force of the failing ridge segment (F ∗

FR), and if F ∗
PR >287

F ∗
FR, then this test passes.288

4 Results289

4.1 Major propagating ridges290

We first test this model on major propagating ridges in two regions: the Cocos-Nazca291

spreading center and the southeast Indian Ridge (Figure 4a-b). We selected these sys-292

tems because the propagation direction is unambiguous and has remained uniform over293

time. These tests are, in a loose sense, to validate the model approach and parameter294

selection – i.e., if the conditions for ridge propagation are not met at these obvious cases,295

then some part of the model is flawed.296

The section of the Cocos-Nazca spreading center between the Galapagos hotspot297

and the Galapagos Triple Junction contains one of the earliest observed propagating ridges298
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(Hey & Vogt, 1977) (Figure 4a). The primary feature in a suite of westward-propagating299

segments is a ∼ 500 km long segment bounded to the east by the Galapagos Transform300

Fault. To the west, the segment is truncated by a ∼ 40 km offset which is followed by301

a ∼ 100 km long failing ridge. The present half spreading rate is 30 mm/yr, and the ridge302

propagates westward 50 mm/yr relative to the plate boundary (Hey et al., 1980). In the303

VGG maps, the inner pseudofault/sheared zone appear as a low, trending WNW-ESE,304

but the outer pseudofault does not have a strong signal. The Galapagos propagating ridge305

has been modeled with a fracture mechanics approach by Morgan and Parmentier (1985)306

who developed the energy balance we begin with in this study.307

The suite of propagating ridges in the SEIR are not as well-studied as the Gala-308

pagos case, but the signature in the VGG maps is striking (Figure 4b). The series of west-309

ward propagating segments lies to the east of the Australian-Antarctic discordance, an310

anomalously deep section of the ridge (Palmer et al., 1993). The ridge segments are ax-311

ial highs, and the half spreading rate is ∼ 34 mm/yr (Seton et al., 2020). In the VGG312

maps, the outer pseudofaults appear as continuous lows trending NE-SW, and the in-313

ner pseudofaults/sheared zones appear as linear discontinuous highs (ridges) trending314

NW-SE. Morgan and Sandwell (1994) identified these propagators using Geosat-derived315

gravity data and estimated propagation rates of 40-49 mm/yr based on the geometry of316

the outer pseudofaults and NUVEL-1 spreading rates (DeMets et al., 1990). Another study317

of propagating ridges along the SEIR, West et al. (1999), includes the western-most of318

these features (SEIR 03).319

Model results for each of these ridge-offset-ridge systems are shown in Figure 4c-320

d. The first test checks that the total loading force (the sum of the propagating and fail-321

ing ridge forces) exceeds the resistance associated with the migration of the shear zone322

(calculated from equation 6). The estimated shear resistance depends strongly on the323

choice of coefficient of friction, so these values are shown as a gray bar representing the324

range of 0.3 to 0.7. In all 4 cases, the total loading force exceeds the shear resistance of325

the ridge offset for even the greatest friction coefficients, predicting that these segments326

are unstable and will propagate. The magnitude of these forces is, to first order, related327

to the length of the features. The longer ridge segments have greater loading forces, F ∗,328

and the shorter segments have the lowest loading forces (e.g. Galapagos FR, SEIR 03).329

Shear resistance, Φ∗
O/U , is also related to the length of the offset. Among these features,330

the offset lengths don’t vary greatly, so neither do the estimates shear resistance.331

The second test checks that our model correctly predicts the observed propagation332

direction. For each of the features shown in Figure 4a-b, 4d shows the estimated force333

along the adjacent propagating ridge (calculated from equation 5) compared to the es-334

timated force along the adjacent failing/retreating ridge. In order for each ridge to prop-335

agate in the observed direction, we expect the force along the propagating segment to336

exceed the force along the retreating segment. We find this is the case at three of the337

four offsets considered (Galapagos, SEIR 03, SEIR 02), while at the fourth (SEIR 01)338

the forces along the propagating and retreating segments are about equal. As mentioned339

in the first test, the ridge segment length is the greatest influencing factor on F ∗
PR and340

F ∗
FR here.341

We have applied the model and tests to four cases of major propagating ridges, and342

we see the approach correctly predicts the migration of the ridge offsets for these cases.343

The test for propagation direction succeeds in three of the four cases. Next, we apply344

our model method to a larger catalog of ridge-offset-ridge features, both those that are345

observed to propagate and transform faults.346

4.2 Transform faults347

An important test of our model framework is that, in addition to predicting prop-348

agation, it should also predict stability at transform faults. Figure 5 shows the total load-349
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Figure 4. Vertical gravity gradient map view of (a) Galapagos propagating ridge and (b)

southeast Indian propagating ridges. Individual segments (black lines) and offsets (red lines) are

labeled. PR = propagating ridge, FR = failing ridge. (c) The total loading force on the ridge

segments (F ∗
PR + F ∗

FR) vs the estimated shear resistance of the migrating offset. Area above the

solid line (1:1) indicates the loading force exceeds the resistance and the offset is unstable. A

range of strength models is shown, with friction coefficients from 0.3 (weakest) to 0.7 (strongest).

(d) Loading forces on the failing and propagating ridges for the systems shown in (a,b). Solid

gray line is 1:1.
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ing force versus shear resistance for a set of 69 stable ridge-transform-ridge features, cal-350

culated using the same approach as Figure 4c. Across this set of features, there is a much351

wider range of shear resistance and total loading force values (note the logarithmic scales).352

For each feature, even the weakest shear resistance estimates exceed the loading force,353

typically by an order of magnitude or more. This is consistent with the observed sta-354

bility of the features. The results for transform faults, especially when compared to the355

propagating ridge results, give us confidence that the model framework can distinguish356

between transform faults and propagating ridges/migrating offsets.357

4.3 Seesaw propagators358

Now we apply the model to the set of present day seesaw propagators (SSPs). The359

set of 55 SSPs comprises 34 features from the north and south Mid-Atlantic Ridge, 17360

from the northern and southeast Indian ridge, and 4 from the Nacza-Antarctic ridge. All361

of these ridge segments have axial valley morphologies. For this set of features, the half362

spreading rates range from 11 mm/yr to 37 mm/yr.363

The results of the model tests are shown in Figure 6. Using the same driving force364

model as above, the estimated resisting force is too great to allow offset migration for365

many of the features (35/55) for even the weakest models of strength.366

For 41/55 SSPs, the observed propagation direction is predicted by the model (F ∗
PR >367

F ∗
FR) (Figure 6b). Among the features that fail either of these tests, there are no exclu-368

sive underlying similarities (e.g., they aren’t clustered spatially, no spreading-rate de-369

pendence). Among the features where the total loading force exceeds the shear resist-370

ing force, 18/20 of the observed propagation directions are predicted. There are 8/55 fea-371

tures with net negative loading forces. A negative loading force indicates the stress due372

to topography resists plate motion.373

5 Discussion374

In this study, we’ve built on the model framework proposed by Morgan and Par-375

mentier (1985) to examine the stability of spreading ridge offsets and the relation to off-376

set length and strength of the lithosphere. We posited that the forces driving ridge prop-377

agation must at least exceed the shear resistance of the lithosphere in the migrating shear378

zone region. We examined the success of this model framework with two tests applied379

to real ridge-offset-ridge features to determine whether the model 1) predicts the observed380

stability or propagation of a feature and 2) predicts the observed direction of propaga-381

tion of a feature.382

This model of ridge-offset stability succeeds for four cases of major ridge propa-383

gation (offset migration is possible). The model succeeds for all 69 cases of transform384

faults (stability is predicted). For slow-spreading seesaw propagators, the model only suc-385

ceeds (offset migration is possible) in 20/55 cases using a yield strength envelope with386

a frictional coefficient of 0.3. The observed propagation direction is predicted by the model387

for 41/55 cases.388

The model tests fail if the total loading force does not exceed the offset shear re-389

sistance or the failing ridge loading force exceeds the propagating ridge loading force.390

For the set of SSPs, there are only 20/55 cases where the first test passes, even using the391

weakest models of lithospheric strength. Considering a coefficient of friction as low as392

0.1 does improve the results for SSPs (35/55 pass), but a strength model this weak would393

allow offset migration at one transform fault.394

For SSPs, there are 14/55 cases where the wrong propagation direction is predicted.395

We consider that for such low rates of propagation or complex deformation patterns near396

the ridge axis, it’s difficult to confidently label which ridge segment is presently prop-397
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Figure 5. Results for stable transform fault offsets: total loading force on adjacent ridge

segments vs. the estimated shear resistance of a migrating offset. Area below the solid gray

line (1:1) indicates the shear strength exceeds the available loading force. Note the logarithmic

scales. A range of strength models is shown with friction coefficients from 0.3 (weakest) to 0.7

(strongest). Points are shaded by half spreading rate (Seton et al., 2020). Dash-outlined box

shows the range of values in Figure 4c.

Figure 6. (a) The total loading force on the ridge segments (F ∗
PR + F ∗

FR) vs the estimated

shear resistance of the migrating offset for the set of seesaw propagators (SSPs). Area above the

solid line (1:1) indicates the loading force exceeds the resistance and the offset is unstable. A

range of strength models is shown, with friction coefficients from 0.3 (weakest) to 0.7 (strongest).

(b) Loading forces on the failing and propagating ridges for the set of SSPs. Solid gray line is 1:1.

Points are shaded by half spreading rate (Seton et al., 2020).
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agating. We select 24 of the 55 SSPs for which we can confidently identify the present398

propagation direction, and find 20/24 are correctly predicted by the model – this is not399

much of an improvement, and we don’t believe this explains much of the model’s inac-400

curacy. There are many simplifying assumptions in the calculations and model frame-401

work that may contribute to the cases of failure, and we will examine those here.402

5.1 Shear resistance exceeds loading force403

For propagating ridges, the first model test fails when the total propagation force404

does not exceed the shear resistance associated with migrating the offset (equation 7 does405

not hold). The failure of the model in this way could be a result of overestimating the406

real strength of the lithosphere, or underestimating the real driving forces of propaga-407

tion.408

First, we will consider that the yield strength envelope model is overestimating the409

strength of the lithosphere. In estimating the total offset resistance, the most important410

component is the length of the offset. Each offset has a measured spreading rate which411

is inversely proportional to the total strength (but is proportional to the dissipation rate).412

The other yield strength parameters are free. For a given length offset, the total offset413

dissipation is most sensitive to the chosen friction coefficients. However, the friction co-414

efficients we have considered (0.3) are very low. Even with a friction coefficient of 0.1,415

20/55 of the seesaw propagators fail this test.416

The other major influence on yield strength is the temperature of the medium. At417

the ridge-offset intersection, 3-D variations in thermal structure are significant. Simple418

2-D thermal models can’t be applied without some modification (the total strength will419

be far too high). We use the simple approach of averaging two temperature profiles to420

overcome this problem (Abercrombie & Ekstrom, 2001). There are some differences in421

the resulting isotherms compared to a more sophisticated model – e.g., Behn et al. (2007)422

predict isotherms are deepest at ridge-offset intersections rather than the offset midpoint.423

However, the total strength would not be affected by this.424

In addition to a possible overestimate of lithospheric strength, our estimate of ridge425

loading force may also be biased. In describing the methods for calculating F ∗, we men-426

tioned the masking and filtering steps we apply to the global topography. One of the goals427

of this processing is to approximately separate the long wavelength force driving plate428

motion, F , from the short wavelength force, F ∗, from excess topography. Using the fil-429

ter approach, we must decide on appropriate spherical harmonic degrees for the cosine430

taper, so there is ambiguity in the absolute magnitude of the ridge push force. We note431

that as longer wavelengths are removed from the input topography model, the estimated432

force decreases, and fewer example features will have sufficient loading force to overcome433

the offset shear resistance.434

In addition, there are some constraints in the stress model that are worth explor-435

ing. We presented model results for uniform crustal thickness of 6 km. Using a slightly436

thicker crust of 8 km, the first order effect will be an increase in loading force since the437

limits of integration in equation 8 are increased by 2 km. Increasing the crustal thick-438

ness to 8 km globally, the test results improve to 30/55 cases passing. However, the thicker439

crust changes the internal stress field in ways that are not obvious, and the predictions440

of propagation direction suffer.441

5.1.1 Model framework442

Beyond necessary simplifications in the calculations of force and resistance, there443

are physical processes our model framework doesn’t include. One possibility is that the444

mechanism of deformation is not accurately described by our model. Perhaps a two-stage445

accretion model (Grevemeyer et al., 2021) or the local off-transform deformation of the446
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crust (Zhang et al., 2022) may create instabilities and initiate the onset of propagation447

episodes. We also note the lack of excess resisting forces along the ridge axis in our model448

– however, the exclusion of these doesn’t interfere with the criterion that the driving forces449

must at least exceed offset shear resistance.450

Finally, loading forces that are not expressed in the topography may influence the451

stability of offsets or the direction of ridge propagation. Our model has assumed all of452

the loading force is due to excess topography. There are possibly non-isostatic regional453

forces such as along-ridge asthenosphere flow driving ridge offset instability (e.g. West454

et al., 1999). Segment-scale effects such as dynamic upwelling of magma sources may pro-455

vide additional propagation forces (e.g. Zheng et al., 2019). Such localized effects are456

likely important for seesaw propagators, where propagation direction is not consistent457

for adjacent features and changes over time.458

5.2 Direction of propagation459

The other type of model failure is when the driving force along the observed fail-460

ing ridge exceeds the driving force along the propagating ridge F ∗
FR > F ∗

PR. Why might461

the model fail in these cases? The discussion of the biases in estimating loading force462

applies to this problem as well. When the input topography is filtered to shorter wave-463

lengths, the results change in non-obvious ways. Using a cosine taper filter from spher-464

ical harmonic degrees 20 to 30 (∼ 1900−1290 km), the results for this test are slightly465

worse (38/55 pass). As mentioned in the previous section, when more long wavelength466

topography is removed, the total loading force is too small.467

The same factors regarding the ridge loading model framework mentioned in the468

previous section are also important here. It’s possible we are missing non-isostatic driv-469

ing forces contributing to loading on either ridge segment. It’s important to note that470

for SSPs, the observed direction of propagation is not consistent spatially – i.e., adja-471

cent propagators do not necessarily propagate in the same direction. For this reason, we472

believe local effects are more likely than missing regional mechanisms.473

Finally, our model attempts to isolate ridge-offset-ridge features from the greater474

series of spreading ridges and offsets that comprise the whole mid-ocean ridge system.475

For example, how does one propagating ridge/migrating offset affect the adjacent ridge476

offsets – are propagation forces that aren’t dissipated within that feature added to the477

propagation force of another segment? The complex inter-relationships of such a system478

are beyond the specific scope of this model.479

5.3 Comparisons to other models480

As previously stated, our model is based on an energy balance presented by Morgan481

and Parmentier (1985), and we will clarify some key differences between our models. One482

major difference is in our treatment of the forces resisting propagation where we suggest483

the limiting factor is resistance associated with migrating the ridge offset. In contrast,484

Morgan and Parmentier (1985) models the limiting resistive process as dynamic viscous485

forces in an axial magma chamber – we don’t model any viscous processes on the ridge486

axis. Calculating a viscous resisting force requires an estimate of propagation rate which,487

for many of the features in this study, is very low.488

West et al. (1999) applied the Morgan and Parmentier (1985) model framework to489

five propagating ridges of the southeast Indian Ridge. Four of these features lie to the490

west of the Australian-Antarctic discordance (AAD) and presently propagate eastward;491

the other (the same feature as SEIR 03 of this study) lies to the east of the AAD and492

propagates westward. Their application of the model predicts the incorrect sense of prop-493

agation for all features, so they require an additional regional force, along-axis astheno-494

spheric flow, to drive propagation towards the AAD. This study includes four of the five495
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features from West et al. (1999), and for each of those, the condition for instability is496

met for low coefficients of friction and the correct direction of propagation is predicted.497

Complex propagation patterns are likely a result of variations in mantle melting498

at individual ridge segments, and this is treated more explicitly in magmatic models such499

as Tucholke et al. (1997); Dannowski et al. (2018); Zheng et al. (2019) among others. For500

example, increased melt supply at a segment will increase the amount of plate motion501

accommodated by magmatic emplacement and decrease ridge-normal strain, while seg-502

ments with decreased melt supply will undergo increased tectonic strain (e.g. Wang et503

al., 2015). Varying tectonic strain rates at adjacent segments may result in ridge prop-504

agation, but in some cases the along-ridge migration of a magmatic body may be what505

drives ridge propagation (Martinez et al., 2020). Such models are not necessarily mu-506

tually exclusive to our approach since our driving forces, calculated from topography,507

are likely magmatic in origin. A possible implication of magmatic models is that the mi-508

gration of short offsets (and stability of larger offsets) is related to the continuity of man-509

tle upwelling regimes (Martinez & Hey, 2022). This is quite different from our yield strength510

hypothesis, but not mutually exclusive, since migration of a shear zone is still necessary.511

However, in our model, we do not account for differing strength profiles that may be the512

result of complex mantle melting patterns (Martinez & Hey, 2022).513

5.4 Model implications514

Estimates of ridge loading forces may be biased and the modeling of deformation515

may be too simplistic to explain all cases of ridge propagation, but conceptually this model516

attempts to describe a ridge segment system that wants to constantly evolve but is held517

together or buttressed by strong lithosphere at long offsets. When excess driving forces518

are great enough, this configuration is degraded. This is why large-scale regional anoma-519

lies, even if the offsets are of great length, can propagate. This also explains why those520

large propagators are mostly unidirectional as the driving force is not likely to rapidly521

reverse. Short offsets, where the energy requirement is not so great, may migrate in re-522

sponse to smaller changes along ridge segments – changes that reverse relatively quickly,523

resulting in “seesaw” propagation and general offset instability. The question remains524

– what are the causes of seesaw propagation? There are many non-exclusive potential525

mechanisms, but they are most likely related to complex patterns of small-scale man-526

tle melting and convection (Dannowski et al., 2018; Zheng et al., 2019; Martinez & Hey,527

2022). Our model is agnostic to the origin of these forces, but assumes they are expressed528

topographically. Similarly, the lengthening or shortening of an offset and the transition529

from unstable to stable offset, or vice versa (e.g. Matthews et al., 2011), is not explained530

by our model.531

We have mentioned that our model of shear zone deformation may be too simplis-532

tic to explain all cases of ridge propagation. Using the basic yield strength envelope ap-533

proach, we have made some qualitative observations of offset zone lithospheric strength534

that we believe may be related to ridge offset stability. Depending on the choice in crustal535

rheology, a weak zone may develop in the lower crust where ductile crust overlies a rigid536

mantle. This modeled weak zone resembles the decoupling layer suggested by Chen and537

Morgan (1990), and it is possible that the presence of a lower decoupling region in the538

offset zone aids offset migration by reducing the shear strength of the lithosphere.539

Plate coupling introduces additional complexities to shear zone deformation and540

the physics of our model. If plate coupling at an offset is too low, the energy from ex-541

cess spreading force will not all be dissipated by shear deformation. At weakly-coupled542

transform faults, this would effectively reduce the total loading force of the ridges. In543

our model, we are establishing a threshold on how much energy is required to migrate544

an offset, and this should be independent of the plate coupling. The influence of plate545

coupling, especially as the quantity varies with offset length or how it might relate to546
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Figure 7. Depth-integrated shear strength vs. normalized distance along an offset for growing

offset length. (a) friction coefficient of 0.7, crustal thickness of 6 km, half spreading rate of 20

mm/yr; (b) friction coefficient of 0.7, crustal thickness of 6 km, half spreading rate of 35 mm/yr.

In both figures, the solid line is the strength of a theoretical transform fault using an estimated

10 MPa shear strength (integrated over a 6 km crust).

the yield strength envelope, is surely important to the problem of ridge propagation, but547

we have not addressed those complexities here.548

5.4.1 Minimizing resistance549

Recall the classic argument that the configuration of ridges and transform faults550

seeks to minimize the resistance to plate motion (Lachenbruch & Thompson, 1972). As-551

sume, for any ridge offset, there is a transform fault with a given average shear strength552

of 10 MPa. For short offsets, it may be that the the strength of the lithosphere (com-553

puted from the YSE) is weaker than a transform fault, so the transform fault is not the554

path of least resistance. By seeking to minimize the resistance to spreading motion, off-555

transform deformation and ridge propagation may result from young, weak lithosphere.556

Figure 7 shows such a comparison of yield strength at an offset to an average strength557

of 10 MPa typical of oceanic transform faults (Morgan & Parmentier, 1984). For shorter558

offsets, the relatively weak lithosphere may accommodate shear strain with less resistance559

than a pre-existing transform fault, and deformation proceeds into an overlap zone. For560

larger offsets, the lithosphere is stronger than the transform fault, so deformation is con-561

fined to this weakly-resistant zone. There will be variability in this offset length thresh-562

old due to real thermal complexities, spreading rate, and crustal thickness, but this sim-563

ple argument avoids assumptions about the ridge loading force.564

6 Conclusions565

We began this study with observations of seesaw propagating ridges at slow- and566

intermediate-spreading sites. For this set of SSPs, the maximum ridge offset length is567

about 30 km – larger offsets are transform faults, and ridge propagation is rarely observed.568

We hypothesized that the strength of the lithosphere at a ridge offset limits whether a569

ridge can propagate and that this could explain the threshold offset length between prop-570

agating ridges and transform faults. Adapting a framework developed by earlier work-571
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ers, we tested this hypothesis on observed transform faults and propagating ridges/migrating572

offsets. We found that major propagating ridges and transform faults support our frame-573

work. For a set of seesaw propagators, the model framework does not work strictly, but574

it’s clear that the features are a population distinct from stable transform faults. It stands575

that the weak lithosphere at small offsets is essential to produce ridge propagation and,576

conversely, that strong lithosphere at transform faults contributes to their stability.577

Appendix A Yield strength envelope parameters578

A1 Brittle strength parameters579

To compute the brittle strength of the lithosphere, we use Byerlee’s law which has580

the form:581

τS = S0 + µσn , (A1)

where S0 is the cohesion, µ is the coefficient of friction, and σn is the normal stress. Al-582

though Byerlee (1978) suggested a piecewise function for low and high normal stress, the583

models in this study use a single coefficient of friction (or a range of coefficients for dif-584

ferent models) and zero cohesion. The normal stress is a combination of water column585

overburden, rock overburden, and pore fluid pressure. We give the top 6 km of the litho-586

sphere (the crust layer) a density of ρc = 2900 kg m −3 and the deeper lithosphere a587

density of ρm = 3300 kg m −3. In the top 6 km, we include the influence of pore flu-588

ids as a ratio of pore fluid pressure to lithostatic pressure (Brace & Kohlstedt, 1980) which589

has the effect of lowering the brittle yield strength.590

A2 Ductile flow law and parameters591

The ductile strength is computed using a power law flow model (Goetze, 1978) which592

has the form:593

τS =

(
ε̇

A

)1/n

exp

(
Q

nRT

)
(A2)

T is temperature, R is the ideal gas constant. The material constant A, activation en-594

ergy Q, and stress exponent n are laboratory-derived quantities dependent on mineral595

composition. We use parameters for wet olivine in the top 6 km (n = 3, A = 1.9e-596

15 Pa−n s −1, Q = 4.2e5 J mol−1) (Karato et al., 1986), and dry olivine in the lower597

lithosphere (n = 3.5, A = 2.4e-16 Pa−n s −1, Q = 5.4e5 J mol−1) (Karato et al., 1986).598

Strain rate ε̇ is set to 1e-14 s−1.599

Appendix B Example digitized ridge segments600

Because the VGG includes the gravitational effects of both bathymetry and the Moho,601

it is a better independent resource for identifying the ridge axis than bathymetry alone.602

However, when the ridge axis is not obvious in the VGG, we use depth data from SRTM15+V2603

(Tozer et al., 2019) to help identify the extent of the ridge. Figure B1 shows an exam-604

ple of digitized ridge segments and ridge offset. While high-resolution bathymetry shows605

greater short-wavelength detail than the vertical gravity gradient (VGG), the ridge axis606

is more prominent in the VGG. Subtle ridge discontinuities such as devals are ignored607

in our digitizations, and they are suppressed in the VGG due to a lack of Moho com-608

pensation. Ridge segments are terminated at offsets or, in some cases, changes in trend609

of ridge axis.610
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Figure B1. An example in the North Atlantic. a) Satellite-derived vertical gravity gradi-

ent (VGG). b) Bathymetry at 15 arc second resolution (Tozer et al., 2019). c) The VGG with

digitized ridge segments and migrating offset shown in red. d) The VGG signal from the Moho,

computed from bathymetry, a mean crustal thickness of 6 km, and an elastic thickness of 3.2 km

that minimizes rms error near the ridge axis; digitized features from (c) are overlain.
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Open Research Section611

Data Availability Statement612

Predicted depth data used in computations are attributed to Tozer and Sandwell613

(2019), as are vertical gravity gradient data used to digitize mid-ocean ridge features.614

Digitized ridge segments and offsets are given in Harper et al. (2023). Crustal age and615

spreading rate data are attributed to Seton et al. (2020). PyGMT (Uieda et al., 2022)616

and the Generic Mapping Tools (GMT) (Wessel et al., 2019) were extensively used in617

data processing. Maps and figures were made with PyGMT (Uieda et al., 2022) and Mat-618

plotlib (Hunter, 2007).619
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